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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE
AND

MONTANA MASQUERS
PRESENT

"Harvey"
by MARY CHASE
DAVID W. WEISS, Director
APRIL 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1952

SIMPKINS LITTLE THEATRE
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BETTY CHUMLEY___________________ _ _____________ VIRGINIA GRIPPLE
JUDGE OMAR GAFFNEY______________________________________ TOMSH
E. J. LOFGREN_______________________________________ DALE HARVEY

SCENE SYNOPSIS
The action of the play takes place in a city in the Far West in the
library of the old Dowd family mansion and the reception
room of Chumley's Rest.

TIME: The Present

ACT I
Scene 1: The library, late afternoon.
Scene 2: Chumley's Rest, an hour later.
10-Minute Intermission

ACT II
Scene 1: The library, an hour later.
Scene 2: Chumley's Rest, four hours later.
10-Minute Intermission
ACT III
Chumley's Rest, a few minutes later.
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DE GENERIBUS VARUS LEPORUM
"Tell me where is fancy bred,
Or in the heart or in the head?"
The answer is "in both"—at least that's where we find it in the
best fancy work, such as in the wonderland adventures of Alice or —
to a lesser degree — in the story of tonight's hero. Of course, Alice is o
charming ilttle girl and her rabbit is of cotton-tail dimensions, while
Elwood is a charming big dipsomaniac and his rabbit is precisely six feet
one and one-half inches tall. But Harvey is an American rodent and,
despite what cavaliers may claim, he's not on a restricted diet like his
little British cousin. If he were a westerner, he might easily have been
metamorphosed into something still bigger, Babe the Blue Ox, the distance
between whose horntips measures exactly forty-two ax-handles and a
plug of tobacco. Fancy is often meticulous in these matters. Everything
must be shipshape. In Elwood's case, too, we should not forget that extra
flask of whisky; if it is Calvert, it may have been powerful enough in
itself to make Harvey into a rabbit of distinction. Snakes alive, yes! For
while Elwood has not exactly lost his weekend, he has lost many hours in
bars because "it's so easy to meet people there and hear their stories.
When tonight's comedy first appeared on Broadway, eight years ago,
it went over as big as Harvey himself. Even soured old critics woke up,
but could not for the life of them guess just what part of this whole
wacky business was most engaging. They called it the best fantasy in
seasons, and some of them hoped that more playrights would beat more
bushes to scare out more animals like Harvey.
But Fancy is a strange combination of heart and head, and tonight
the head wears at times a satiric smile: in the timing and pause of El
wood's speeches, in the glance of his eye, in his dreamy, abstracted
manner, in his little asides. The head even breaks out into a laugh in the
sanitarium episodes where the joke is all on the psychologists. Elwood
fully appreciates his friend: "Harvey is a greater man than Einstein.
Einstein did away with time and space, but Harvey does away with time,

space and objections."
And while, as John Mason Brown cogently observes, Harvey may be
"as imaginary as Landor's conversations," he is likewise as full of impli
cations as he is supposedly full of carrots. A regular Don Quixote with
long ears and a stubby tail. If we don't see him occasionally, so much
the worse for us. And whenever we grow too prim or too complacent,
we can remember both him and Elwood with profit. The cab drivers
words near the end of the play concerning Elwood's certain cure are worth
framing: "Not after this he won't lady, after this he'll be a perfectly
normal human being, and you know what bastards they are!"
If Harvey follows you home tonight, why not invite in a distant
relative of his from Wales? Though tiny and sometimes messily dressed
when compared to Harvey or Alice's white rabbit, this Welsh cousin is
also highly engaging, especially later when you fall asleep to dream of

a full moon with plenty of green cheese.
Rufus A. Coleman
Delaneys

